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Cousins of the Goats
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There are few animals more useful
to man than the· sheep, and many primitive
peoples would find it very hard to exist without
it. The sheep was among the first animals
to be domesticated.
In the wild state sheep are found only in
mountainous regions, never in lowlands. They
ttscend mountains sometimes to heights 'Vl here
no other animals except goats are found. They
are closely related to goats, and in the wild
state are not easily distinguished from them.
Sheep live in flocks and follow a leader,
usually an old ram, as the male is called.
They are very timid and flee at the approach
of danger, but when pressed they can fight, and
a large ram wjll even do battle with a bull.
Ewes, as the females are called, frequently
charge dogs that threaten the lambs.
SHEEP.
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The fat-tailed sheep, found in many parts
of Africa and · Asia, is remarkable for the .
quantity of fat which accumulates in its tail ;
in some instances the tail weighs from 50 t.o
80 lb. The fat is highly esteemed as a
delicacy and is often used instead of butter.
The new-born lambs of other Asiatic sheep,
such as the Astrakhans and Karakul breeds,
have a very fine wool twisted in spiral .curls,
which is in high 4emand as fur.
A Link with the Goats

There are several other varieties of wild
sheep in Asia, such as the sha or urial, which
has a wide range in southern Asia, and - the
bharal or blue sheep of Tibet. The bharal
possesses many points, particularly its smooth
horns, in common with the goats, and seems
to be a connecting link between the goats and .
Timid and Stupid Animals
the sheep.
Domestication · has · reduced the sheep to
The origin of the domestic sheep is unknown.
entire dependence on man for food and pro- It is noteworthy that the domestic sheep bear
tection. The tin1idity and stupidity of a little resemblance to any of the existing wild
flock of · domestic sheep are proverbial. A species. For example, many of the domestic
sheet of paper blown by the wind or a clap of breeds are hornless, though some have developed
, ABYSSINIAN MANED SHEEP
four and even eight
thllllder will throw a
large flock into panic.
horns, and nearly all
A fire in a sheepfold
·
bear wool instead of the
usually des~roys most of . _
.
coarse hair of the wild
the · sheep, sin c e all
sheep.
.
The commonest and
efforts to drive them
out are futile. Even
best known of the doafter they have been
mestic breeds is ·the
driven o u t they are
. Merino, which originated
almost certain to run
in Spain in t h e 15th
back into the burning
·
century. It is famous
building u n 1e ss prefor the large · quantity
vented from doing so.
and fine quality of wool
The lambs are born one
it produces. The Merino
or two at a birth, in the
has been used to jmprove
spring, and very soon
most, if not all, of the
can fol1ow the mother.
other European shortThe bighorn, or Rocky
wool breeds.
Mountain s h e e p , of
British breeds of sheep
North America is one of ·
·
.. ·.
are conveniently classed
the htrgest varieties of Long hair instead of wool and a longish mane distinguish· as long-wool, short-wool
wild sheep (see Bighorn). the A byssinj.an breed of sheep. The ram has those long and mountain breeds.
The moufion, the on]y
·~- spirally twisted horns.
Of the long-wool breeds
representative of the sheep family · native to well-known examples are the very ancient
Europe, is found on the islands of Corsica Cotswold breed, with a large hanging tuft of
and Sardinia. The ·udad, or Barbary sheep, is wool on the forehead; the Leicester, which
found in northern Mrica, in the Atlas Moun- came into promjnence in the 18th ·century
tains. It is a large anjmal, resembling the through the improvements of Robert Bakewell;
goat, and has large horns and a mane-like the hardy Romney Marsh or Kent sheep; the
growth of long hair on the breast and forelegs. Lincoln, also with a forehead tuft ; - and the
The Tibetan argali, whose enormous spreading Wensleydale, whose wool grows in knots.
horns are a wonder to all beholders, and the
The short-wool breeds include the gra9eful
Pamir argali or Marco Polo's ·\vild sheep, whose Southdown, noted for its excellent mutton;
horns are even longer, are the largest members the very similar Shropshire Down; the Romanof the sheep family. The latter gets its name nosed Hampshire Down; and the black-faced
from the traveller who first described it.
Suffolk Down.
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